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Abstract

Low-temperature magnetic properties of the Al
70~x

Pd
15

Mn
15

B
x

icosahedral alloys (0)x)6) were measured by
a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID). The alloy with x"0 is a simple spin glass: the thermorema-
nent magnetization, M

R
(t), is characterized by a stretched exponential: M

R
(t)"M

1
#M

0
exp[!(t/q)b]. The alloy with

x"1 is a cluster glass: M
R
(t) is also in the stretched exponential form, while the alloy with x"1.5 is superparamagnetic.

In alloys with x"1 and 1.5, there is a very small amount of a ferromagnetic component. The alloys with 2.5)x)6 are
composed of a ferromagnetic component and a superparamagnetic and/or Curie—Weiss paramagnetic one. Therefore, the
addition of B significantly changes the magnetic state of the Al—Pd—Mn alloys, owing to the formation and growth of
magnetic Mn clusters. ( 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 75.50.!y; 75.50.Cc; 75.60.Ej
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1. Introduction

Development of stable quasicrystals have accel-
erated their structural study including the deter-
mination of atomic arrangements for various types
of icosahedral and decagonal phases. Intrinsic
physical properties have been observed in these
stable quasicrystals: high electrical resistivity [1],
pseudo-gaps at a Fermi energy level [2], high hard-

ness [3] and a high Young’s modulus [4]. Their
magnetic properties are also having large attraction
because any distinct spontaneous magnetization is
unexpected and spin-glass-like [5—7] and/or in-
homogeneous ferromagnetic phenomena [8] are
desirable in the unique structures loosing a transla-
tional symmetry. However, it has been reported [9]
that an icosahedral Al

40
Cu

10
Mn

25
Ge

25
alloy pre-

pared by rapid solidification has a rather large
coercivity at room temperature. Icosahedral
Al—Mn—Si alloys have been reported to exhibit
ferromagnetic properties at low-temperatures be-
low 100 K [10], even though the magnetization
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Fig. 1. Magnetization curves of the Al
70~x

Pd
15

Mn
15

B
x

alloys
with different B content at (a) 5 K and (b) 100 K.

values are very small even at low temperatures in
spite of their high Curie temperatures.

Recently, we have studied magnetic properties
of quasicrystal Al—Pd—Mn—B [11], Al—Cu—Mn—B
[11], Mn—Al—Ge—B—Fe [12] and Al—Mn—Ge—B
[13] systems. An excess Mn concentration usually
makes the icosahedral structure unstable: a de-
crease in the average outer electron concentration
(e/a) from an optimum value of e/a"1.75 and the
strain field (phason strain) due to the atomic size
difference between Mn and other constituent ele-
ments leads to the transformation from quasicrys-
tal to various types of approximate crystalline
phases. In order to maintain the quasicrystal struc-
ture in a higher Mn concentration range, we chose
B as an additional element, which relaxes the strain
field around an excess Mn element. We found
Al—Pd—Mn—B [11] icosahedral quasicrystal alloys
have high magnetizations and high Curie temper-
atures. The magnetization value increases drasti-
cally with the increase of B content [14]. The
relation between magnetization value and the
strain field implies that the formation of magnetic
ordering is caused by imperfection of quasi-
crystallinity such as large amount of phason strain
fields.

In this paper, we describe magnetic character-
istics of super-cooled Al—Pd—Mn—B alloys. We
propose the magnetic phase diagram of the
Al—Pd—Mn—B alloys including spin glass, cluster
glass, super-paramagnetism, Curie—Weiss para-
magnetism and ferromagnetism.

2. Experimental

Preparation methods of Al—Pd—Mn—B quater-
nary alloy samples were described elsewhere [14].
The alloy compositions of constituent phases were
determined by chemical analyses and energy-dis-
persive X-ray analyses using a scanning electron
microscope. The magnetic properties such as mag-
netization, susceptibility, relaxation of the ther-
moremanent magnetization (TRM) were meas-
ured using a superconducting quantum interference
device (SQUID) operating in the temperature
range 2)¹)300 K, and magnetic field range
0)H)50 kOe.

3. Results

3.1. Field dependence of magnetization

Fig. 1 shows the magnetization (M—H) curves at
(a) 5 K and (b) 100 K for Al

70~x
Pd

15
Mn

15
B
x
alloys

having a quasicrystalline structure. At ¹"5 K
(Fig. 1a), M increases nonlinearly for all of these
alloys. For the alloys with x*2.5, M increases
rapidly at H(5 kOe. At ¹"100 K (Fig. 1b), the
change in M as a function of H for the alloys with
x*2.5 is similar to that for ¹"5 K, while the
ones for the alloys with x)1.5 increases slowly
and the nonlinear behavior is not marked in this
magnetization scale. These results indicate that the
Al—Pd—Mn—B alloys with x*2.5 are ferromag-
netic, while those with x)1.5 are paramagnetic. In
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Fig. 2. Comparison of magnetization curves (at a smaller scale)
of the Al

70~x
Pd

15
Mn

15
B
x
alloys with x"0, 1 and 1.5 at 100 K.

Fig. 3. Magnetization curves for the Al
70

Pd
15

Mn
15

alloy (a),
the Al

68.5
Pd

15
Mn

15
B

1.5
alloy (b), and the Al

65.5
Pd

15
Mn

15
B

4.5
alloy (c) at different temperatures.

order to see more clearly the magnetization curves
for the alloys with x)1.5, we display the magneti-
zation curves at ¹"100 K in Fig. 2 with an ex-
panded scale. As can be seen in the figure, the
magnetization curve for the alloy with x"0 is
almost linear up to 5 T, indicating a simple para-
magnetism at ¹"100 K. But those with x"1 and
1.5 are evidently nonlinear: the magnetization
increases rapidly with increasing magnetic field
in a low-field range (H(3 kOe) and then slowly
increases in a high-field range. This behavior sug-
gests existence of small amount of ferromagnetic
clusters. According to the results in Section 3.2, the
Al

70
Pd

15
Mn

15
alloy is a spin glass (SG), while the

Al
70~x

Pd
15

Mn
15

B
x

alloys with x"1 and 1.5 are
cluster glass (CG) and/or superparamagnetic.

In order to obtain more information on magnetic
behaviors, we show the magnetization curves
for the Al

70
Pd

15
Mn

15
alloy having a SG feature

(a), the Al
68.5

Pd
15

Mn
15

B
1.5

alloy having a CG
and/or superparamagnetic feature (b), and the
Al

65.5
Pd

15
Mn

15
B
4.5

alloy having a ferromag-
netism (c) at different temperatures (Fig. 3). For the
Al

70
Pd

15
Mn

15
alloy, the magnetization curves

are almost linear at ¹*50 K, while for the
Al

68.5
Pd

15
Mn

15
B
1.5

alloy, the magnetization rap-
idly increases with increasing magnetic field in
a low-field range at all temperatures and the mag-
netization curves show upper convex. For the
Al

65.5
Pd

15
Mn

15
B
4.5

alloy (Fig. 3c), the magneti-

zation curves clearly show a ferromagnetic behav-
ior at all temperatures but do not completely satu-
rate under a magnetic field of 50 kOe even at 5 K.
In addition, it is worth noting that, in a low mag-
netic field range, the magnetization increases more
rapidly at high temperature than at low temper-
ature with increase of the magnetic field. This
suggests that the icosahedral Al—Pd—Mn—B quasic-
rystals have a strong anisotropy.
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of magnetizations, both M
ZFC

and M
FC

, for the Al
70~x

Pd
15

Mn
15

B
x

alloys with B contents
of 0)x)1.5.

3.2. Temperature dependence of magnetization

Fig. 4 shows the thermomagnetic curves, M
ZFC

—¹
and M

FC
—¹, for the Al

70~x
Pd

15
Mn

15
B
x
alloys with

0)x)1.5. For the zero-field-cooled (ZFC)
measurement, the sample was cooled in the absence
of an external magnetic field from ¹"300 to 2 K.
Then H ("50 Oe) was applied and the magnetiz-
ation was measured as a function of increasing
temperature. For the field-cooled (FC) measure-
ment, the sample was cooled in the presence of
H"50 Oe from ¹"300 to 2 K, and then the
magnetization was measured as a function of in-
creasing temperature under this field. As seen from
Fig. 4, for the Al

70
Pd

15
Mn

15
alloy (namely x"0),

a distinct magnetic cooling effect is observed at low
temperature: that is, the heating and cooling curves
do not coincide with each other, showing SG be-
havior. The freezing temperature is ¹

&
"9 K under

the magnetic field of 50 Oe. For x"1 (Fig. 4b) or
1.5 (Fig. 4c), a distinct cusp is also observed in the
low-temperature range, and a clear difference be-
tween ZFC and FC magnetization is observed up
to 300 K (see inset in Fig. 4b and c) and increases
with increasing B content, while the difference be-
tween M

ZFC
and M

FC
is small above ¹

&
and almost

negligible above 100 K for the Al
70

Pd
15

Mn
15

alloy. In addition, for the alloy with x"1.5, the
cusp is broadened and slightly shifts to the high
temperature side. This behavior seems to be related
to superparamagnetism. On the other hand, as
shown in the insets, the ZFC magnetization for the
alloys with x"1 and 1.5 exhibits a rapid decrease
at higher temperature range with increasing tem-
perature, probably due to paramagnetic transition
of small amount of the local ferromagnetic Mn
clusters. These results suggest that the CG, super-
paramagnetic and ferromagnetic phases may co-
exist in the Al

70~x
Pd

15
Mn

15
B
x

(0(x)1.5).
Moreover, the increase of ¹

1
(starting temperature

of the rapid decrease of the magnetization) indi-
cates that the strength of the exchange interaction
in the local ferromagnetic Mn clusters increases
with increasing B content.

Fig. 5 shows the temperature dependence of
magnetization, both M

ZFC
and M

FC
, for the

Al
70~x

Pd
15

Mn
15

B
x

alloys with 2.5)x)6. The
magnetic field for the measurement is 50 Oe. These
three alloys indicate almost same characteristics:
the M

ZFC
increases monotonically with increasing

temperature up to 300 K and the M
FC

decreases
slowly, and the temperature dependence of
M

ZFC
and M

FC
clearly shows the irreversibility of

the magnetization. This behavior is evidently differ-
ent from that for the alloys with x)1.5 (Fig. 4) and
is the same to that for a ferromagnetic (FM) phase
with a large anisotropy energy. In order to further
determine the field dependence of the irreversibility
relating to the anisotropy of the FM phase in the
icosahedral Al—Pd—Mn—B quasicrystals, we mea-
sured the temperature dependence of the ZFC and
FC magnetizations for the Al

65.5
Pd

15
Mn

15
B
4.5

alloy under different fields (Fig. 6). It is found that
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Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of magnetizations, both
M

ZFC
and M

FC
, for the Al

70~x
Pd

15
Mn

15
B

x
alloys with B con-

tents of 2.5)x)6.

Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of the ZFC and FC magnet-
izations for the Al

65.5
Pd

15
Mn

15
B
4.5

alloy under different mag-
netic fields.

temperatures ¹
.!9

(corresponding to the maximum
in M

ZFC
) and ¹

*33
(corresponding to starting tem-

perature of irreversibility) below ¹
#

decrease with
the increase in the external field. Moreover, the
irreversibility of magnetization persists at low
temperatures even under high fields such as
10 kOe. These results confirm that there is large
magnetic anisotropy in the ferromagnetic Al—
Pd—Mn—B quasicrystal alloys. In addition, it is
interesting that at higher fields M

FC
rapidly in-

creases with decreasing temperature below about
30 K. This behavior is different from the simple
ferromagnetic matters, indicating that superpara-
magnetic or superferromagnetic phases coexists
in these alloys.

4. Discussion

4.1. The Al
70

Pd
15

Mn
15

alloy

As shown in Section 3, the Al
70

Pd
15

Mn
15

alloy
displays a paramagnetic to SG transition with
a freezing temperature of about 9 K with cooling
from room temperature to 2 K. With regard to the
SG behavior in the quasicrystals, there have been
reports for other series of alloys such as Al—Mn
[15,16] and Al—Si—Mn [17], whose SG character
can be related to the amount of the magnetic Mn
atom. Because of the small amount of Mn atoms in
the quasicrystals, the Mn atoms are isolated, hardly
being found as the first nearest-neighboring pairs.
Therefore, a long-range indirect-exchange interac-
tion such as RKKY interaction between magnetic
Mn atoms will play an important role on the SG
behavior in the quasicrystals. This is also similar to
magnetically dilute SG alloys such as CuMn and
AuFe. So far, however, detailed investigation on the
SG behavior in the quasicrystals has not been re-
ported yet. In the following, we give some analyses
on the SG behavior in the Al

70
Pd

15
Mn

15
alloy.

It is well known that important features of spin-
glass systems are hysteresis or irreversibility after
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Fig. 7. M/H versus ¹ curves (ZFC) for the Al
70

Pd
15

Mn
15

alloy
under different external DC magnetic fields.

Fig. 8. Field dependence of the spin-glass transition temper-
ature ¹

SG
(H) for the Al

70
Pd

15
Mn

15
alloy. In the inset, field

dependence of ¹
SG

(H) in the vicinity of H"0 is given at a large
scale. The solid line is the result of fitting to Eq. (2).

magnetic cooling (FC) in the DC susceptibility
curve as shown in Fig. 4a, and sensitivity of the
cusp temperature in AC or DC susceptibility curves
(ZFC) against the external magnetic field. The effect
of the magnetic field on the spin-glass transition
temperature has been studied extensively. Theoret-
ically, the Sherrington—Kirkpatrick (SK) model has
been studied as a mean-field theory for Ising spin
glasses, where the exchange interactions are
assumed to be random variables following the
Gaussian distribution with a mean value J

0
and a

standard deviation *J [18]. In this model, de
Almeida and Thouless (AT) have found that the
spin-glass transition exists in finite fields [19]. In
the magnetic field (H) versus temperature (¹) plane,
the phase boundary between the paramagnetic
phase and the SG phase is called an AT line. The
AT line ¹

AT
(H) is given approximately as a func-

tion of H by the following equation [19]:

H"A[1!¹
AT

(H)/¹
AT

(0)]3@2, (1)

where the coefficient A is a function of the par-
ameter J

0
/*J. Experimentally, ¹

SG
(H), defined by

the onset of strong irreversibility in the temperature
variation of magnetizations, is expressed by [20]

H"A
%91

[1!¹
SG

(H)/¹
SG

(0)]a. (2)

The exponent a in Eq. (2) obtained from those
experiments are close to the theoretical value,
3
2
. This result indicates that the AT line exists in SG

systems. In Fig. 7, the M/H versus ¹ curves (ZFC)
under different external DC magnetic fields show
a cusp-like maximum at low fields. Under H"

2 Oe, the maximum is observed at 9.5 K. It shifts to
2.5 K under H"10 kOe and disappears when
H'10 kOe.

According to the irreversibility of the ZFC and
FC magnetizations under the field of 50 Oe
(Fig. 4a), we roughly define the SG transition tem-
perature ¹

SG
(H) as the temperature corresponding

to the cusp. Using the data in Fig. 7, the magnetic
field dependence of ¹

SG
(H) (namely magnetic phase

diagram) is established in Fig. 8. We analyzed the
field dependence of ¹

SG
(H) by using Eq. (2). In

Eq. (2), ¹
SG

(0) is a transition temperature in zero
field. As shown in the inset of Fig. 8, ¹

SG
(H) keeps

a constant value of 9.5 K in H(50 Oe. Therefore,
we put ¹

SG
(0)"9.5 K. The solid line is the result

of fitting to Eq. (2). We obtained a"1.52 and
A

%91
"1.5]104 Oe. Our value of a is in good

agreement with the value of 3
2

predicted by the
theory of the AT line. This result indicates that the
AT line also exists for the Al

70
Pd

15
Mn

15
quasi-

crystal SG system.
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Fig. 9. TRM, M(t), as a function of time in the SG
(Al

70
Pd

15
Mn

15
alloy) for different temperatures: (a) ¹

.
"5 and

8 K and (b) 12, 16 and 20 K. Solid lines are the best fits of the
data to Eq. (3).

The two most essential ingredients of a SG are
frustration and quenched disorder which manifest
themselves in history-dependent phenomena and
eventually lead to a nonequilibrium behavior be-
low ¹

&
. To study the dynamical magnetic behavior

in the Al
70

Pd
15

Mn
15

quasicrystal SG alloy, we
also measured the long time decay of the field-
cooled thermoremanent magnetization (TRM)
around the SG transition temperature. The field-
cooled TRM relaxation measurements were per-
formed using the following procedure. We applied
a small magnetic field (50 Oe) at a temperature
which is 20 K higher than the SG transition tem-
perature (¹

&
"9 K), cooled the system to a temper-

ature ¹
.

which is lower than or near ¹
&
. This FC

system will be a nonequilibrium state. After waiting
for 180 s the magnetic field is removed for the
system to relax towards the equilibrium state and
then the TRM is measured as a function of time (up
to 11 500 s).

In the canonical spin glass systems such as
CuMn and AgMn [21—23], TRM is represented by
a stretched exponential form, as follows:

M(t)"M
1
#M

0
exp[!(t/q)b], (3)

where the fitting parameters M
1
, M

0
, q and b

depend only on the temperature. M
1

is the value
of the residual magentization, namely M(R).
M

1
#M

0
is the initial magnetization, written as p

0
.

q represents a characteristic relaxation time. The
exponent b is 0(b(1, differing from that (b"1)
of the conventional Debye exponential form. We
found that the Al

70
Pd

15
Mn

15
quasicrystal SG sys-

tem also satisfies such a representation of TRM, as
follows.

Fig. 9 shows the variation of TRM, M(t), as
a function of time at different temperatures (¹

.
"

5, 8, 12, 16, and 20 K) for constant wait time (180 s)
for the Al

70
Pd

15
Mn

15
quasicrystal SG system.

From the best fitting to Eq. (3), we found that the
exponent b is almost temperature-independent,
having a value of b"0.55. This indicates that the
SG Al

70
Pd

15
Mn

15
alloy has a very slow relaxation

of TRM. The temperature dependence of the fitting
parameters is shown in Fig. 10. q, M

1
and p

0
rap-

idly decrease with the increase of temperature up
to 12 K ('¹

&
"9 K) and then slowly decrease.

Clearly, the variation of these parameters with the

temperature suggests that the SG state is dominant
at ¹(10 K, while the paramagnetic state becomes
dominant at ¹'10 K, leading to a small difference
between p

0
and M

1
.

In order to get more information on the relax-
ation process, we analyze the temperature depend-
ence of the characteristic relaxation time q. The
relaxation time for the reversal of the direction of
magnetization of small, noninteracting single-do-
main magnetic particles can be described by an
Arrhenius-type equation [24]

q"q
0

exp[*E
!
/k¹], (4)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant, ¹ is the temper-
ature and *E

!
is an activation energy. As shown in

the inset of Fig. 10, the Arrhenius law is found to be
satisfied with q

0
"963 s and *E

!
/k"3.62 K over

the whole temperature range investigated. This in-
dicates that the activation energy is independent of
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Fig. 10. Temperature variation of the characteristic relaxation time, q, (semi-ln), initial magnetization, p
0
, and residual magnetization,

M
1
, in the SG (Al

70
Pd

15
Mn

15
alloy). The inset presents an Arrhenius plot of ln q versus 1/¹.

the temperature, being related to the temperature-
independent b exponent of the stretched exponen-
tial.

4.2. The Al
70~x

Pd
15

Mn
15

B
x

alloy
with x"1 and 1.5

Because the alloys with x"1 and 1.5 lie in the
transition region between SG and ferromagnetism,
their magnetic properties are more complicated. It
is possible that several magnetic phases coexist in
these alloys, where their occupation ratio depends
on x. As shown in Section 3, the thermal hysteresis
(see Fig. 4b and c) indicates that the alloys are CG
and/or superparamagnetic. Namely, the magnetic
moments of the Mn clusters are frozen below
a critical temperature (¹

&
), and randomly oriented

due to the coexistence of ferromagnetic and anti-
ferromagnetic interactions between Mn clusters
(namely a short-range RKKY-like interaction)
and/or due to the magnetic anisotropy of Mn clus-
ters without any interaction between them. As
shown in Fig. 2 and in inset of Fig. 4b and c,
a ferromagnetic behavior appears at the same time
in these two alloys. It is also worth noting that in
the Al

70~x
Pd

15
Mn

15
B
x
icosahedral alloys, the con-

centration of the magnetic Mn atoms does not
change and the formation of magnetic Mn clusters

is only due to addition of B element whereas in
numerous SG (or CG) alloys (e.g. CuMn and
AuFe), the increase in magnetic impurities results in
the formation of magnetic clusters. This implies
that the increase of distance between Mn clusters
leads to their weaker or no magnetic interaction. In
this case (namely superparamagnetism), the mag-
netization M(H) for the alloys above the freezing
temperature can be written as

M(H, ¹)"M
4
[coth(kH/k¹)!k¹/kH]

"M
4
¸(kH/k¹), (5)

where ¸(kH/k¹) is the Langevin function for clus-
ters with magnetic moment k. As expected from
Eq. (5), the M(H, ¹)/M

4
—H/¹ curves at different

temperatures agree with each other for the
Al

68.5
Pd

15
Mn

15
B
1.5

alloy (Fig. 11), where the
value of M

4
is obtained by extrapolating to the

magnetization value for an infinite magnetic field at
5 K (see inset). Almost all experimental data lie on
the same curve, however, we found that no matter
what value of k was used, the Langevin function
does not give a good fit to the M(H)/M

4
experi-

mental data. In Fig. 11 the fit curve (the solid
line) is obtained using a cluster average value
of k"23 l

B
. This indicates that the alloy is not

simply superparamagnetic: the cluster size and
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Fig. 11. M(H, ¹)/M
4
—H/¹ curves for the Al

68.5
Pd

15
Mn

15
B

1.5
alloy at several temperatures above the freezing temperature.
Solid line is the result of fitting to Eq. (4) using a cluster average
value of k"23 l

B
.

Fig. 12. Field-cooling TRM, M(t), as a function of time in the
Al

70~x
Pd

15
Mn

15
B
x
alloys with x"0, 1 and 1.5 at 5 K. Cooling

samples under a field of 50 Oe (a) from 20 to 5 K and (b) from
300 to 5 K. Solid lines are the best fits of the data to Eq. (3).

corresponding blocking temperature are distrib-
uted [25] and a small amount of the ferromagnetic
component exists.

In order to further analyze the magnetic state in
the alloys with lower B content, we also measured
the long time decay of the field-cooled TRM at
¹"5 K (Fig. 12). Fig. 12a and b show the results
of cooled samples under a field of 50 Oe from 20 to
5 K and from 300 to 5 K, respectively. In the case of
cooling from lower temperature (20 K), the experi-
mental data are well fitted to the Eq. (3) (the solid
lines) and with same exponent: b"0.55 for these
three alloys. In the case of cooling from higher
temperature (300 K), however, Eq. (3) is only suit-
able for the alloys with x"0 and 1 but not for the
alloy with x"1.5. From these fits the values of M

1
,

p
0

and q are obtained (see Table 1). For the former
field-cooling process, the alloys with x"0 and
1 have about the same values of q ("1950 s) which
are larger than that (q"1050 s) for the alloy with
x"1.5. Moreover, the values of both M

1
and

p
0

for the alloy with x"1.5 are smaller than those
for the alloy with x"1. This result suggests that
the field-cooling from the low-temperature only
can make magnetic Mn atoms or smaller Mn clus-
ters (having the RKKY interaction between them)
frozen. For the latter FC process, the alloy with
x"1.5 has a larger p

0
value but a smaller M

1
value

than the alloy with x"1, resulting from that, the
field-cooling from the high temperature can make
larger magnetic Mn clusters frozen (the larger
p
0

value) and also indicating that the interaction
between the larger clusters is weaker or zero and
thus, the magnetic relaxation occurs rapidly (the
smaller M

1
value).

Therefore, the analytic results above suggest that
in the Al

69
Pd

15
Mn

15
B

1
alloy, the individual Mn

atoms and the smaller magnetic Mn clusters which
arise due to the addition of small amount of B ele-
ment are dominant, where their magnetic moments
are aligned in different directions due to the oscilla-
tion-type RKKY interaction. Therefore, this alloy
mainly shows a CG behavior and has the same
freezing temperature (see Fig. 4a and b) and
the same relaxation form of TRM to the
Al

70
Pd

15
Mn

15
alloy which shows a SG behavior.

In the Al
68.5

Pd
15

Mn
15

B
1.5

alloy, the number of
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Table 1
Best-fitted parameters for Eq. (3) for field-cooling from 20 and
300 K for the alloys with x"0, 1, and 1.5

Field-cooling
method

B content
x

q
(s)

p
0

(10~3 emu/g)
M

1
(10~3 emu/g)

From 20 K 0 1950 2.18 1.58
1 1950 7.36 6.06
1.5 1050 5.65 4.01

From 300 K 0 2200 2.25 1.60
1 4000 14.1 13.0
1.5 / 15.6! 12.4!

!The parameters are obtained from experiment points but not
from fitting data.

Fig. 13. The hysteresis loops of the Al
65.5

Pd
15

Mn
15

B
4.5

alloy
at 5 and 300 K.

the Mn clusters increases but the interaction be-
tween them is so weak that this alloy mainly shows
a superparamagnetism. As shown in Fig. 4c, the
broad temperature-dependent maximum in M

ZFC
is

attributable to such a magnetic feature: the various
Mn clusters with different sizes and anisotropy axes
are blocked at different temperatures.

4.3. The Al
70~x

Pd
15

Mn
15

B
x
alloy with 2.5(x)6

As described in Section 3, the magnetic proper-
ties of the Al—Pd—Mn—B icosahedral alloys depend
strongly on the B content. The addition of B relaxes
the strain field around an excess Mn element in
the icosahedral atomic configuration, and simulta-
neously, causes an appearance of the ferro-
magnetism in these alloys [2]. Fig. 13 shows the
hysteresis loops of the Al

65.5
Pd

15
Mn

15
B

4.5
alloy.

The coercivity at room temperature and 5 K is 85
and 980 Oe, respectively. The irreversibility in the
high-temperature range in Fig. 6 is due to a large
magnetic anisotropy and the associated large co-
ercivity field.

Assuming that ferromagnetic and Curie—Weiss
paramagnetic regions are dispersed in Pauli para-
magnetic matrices of the Al—Pd—Mn—B alloys, the
occupation of each magnetic component has been
discussed [14]. With increasing the B content, the
ferromagnetic and Curie—Weiss paramagnetic Mn
clusters increase while the Pauli paramagnetic re-
gion decreases in the range of B content for x*3.
In this case, the large Mn clusters with a multi-

domain structure are dominant, being ferromag-
netic and the small Mn clusters with a single-
domain structure coexist, being Curie—Weiss
paramagnetic or superparamagnetic. Because the
interaction between the clusters is negligible, their
susceptibility is inversely proportional to
¹ (sJ1/¹), leading to a rapid increase in the
magnetization or susceptibility with decreasing
temperature below about 30 K. It should be also
noted that the temperature ¹

*33
at which the

M
ZFC

and M
FC

branches deviate from each other is
found to be strongly magnetic-field-dependent, in-
dicating that the alloy has a large magnetic anisot-
ropy.

5. Conclusions

We have measured in detail the field- and tem-
perature-dependence of the magnetization for the
Al

70~x
Pd

15
Mn

15
B
x

icosahedral alloys with 0)
x)6 below room temperature. The main results
are summarized as follows.

1. The Al
70

Pd
15

Mn
15

quasicrystalline alloy is
a SG, having the freezing temperature of 9.5 K.
The AT line exists in this quasicrystal SG
system. The time relaxation of the TRM can be
characterized by a stretched exponential form:
M(t)"M

1
#M

0
exp[!(t/q)b] (b"0.55).
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2. The Al
70~x

Pd
15

Mn
15

B
x

alloy with x"1 main-
ly shows a CG behavior and has the same
stretched exponential form in the TRM as ob-
served for x"0, but the values of the character-
istic relaxation time (q), initial magnetization (p

0
)

and residual magnetization (M
1
) are larger

than those for the Al
70

Pd
15

Mn
15

alloy. The
Al

70~x
Pd

15
Mn

15
B
x

alloy with x"1.5 is super-
paramagnetic. In these two alloys, a very small
amount of the ferromagnetic Mn clusters are
detectable.

3. The Al
70~x

Pd
15

Mn
15

B
x
alloys with 2.5)x)6

are ferromagnetic, having strong magnetic an-
isotropy. But due to the coexistence of the
superparamagnetic and/or Curie—Weiss para-
magnetic phase in these alloys, the magneti-
zation does not saturate even under a high field
of 50 kOe and the high-field magnetization or
susceptibility rapidly increases with decreasing
temperature below 30 K.
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